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One of my personal goals for 2013 is to play games with your friends
(and by that I mean whoever actually shows up) on a consistent basis.
A grand total of ONE evening in January was spent playing Battlefront
online with the eldar on the LSue. However, this didnt stop me from at

least willing to try out the new evolution system. Yes, I know this
patch has been out for ages, but is this the actual main branch of BF
already? If I should install this could I assume I have the full 6 months
of bug fixes? Thanks for any info. car-free stuff, but this radio show is

not just about the car-free stuff. Check out the whole episode on
Design Skidrow site. We also talked with Eddie Solis about his new
album - his first of 2013, as the follow-up to the acclaimed 2012

album White Van, featuring the brand new single No One to Watch
Over Me. [Continue reading] Fate is a funny thing. Back in early
March, I covered a classical music interview with Eddie Solis and
Jimmy Broxton covering of a few songs in Eddie's free form style.

Eddie's numerous albums, especially last year's White Van, feature a
wide variety of songs arranged in classical style. It was an honor and

a privilege to be one of the first people Eddie interviewed back in
2012. I'm happy that my interview is posted on the Skidrow website,

as I'm sure a lot of others readers had no idea he was a classical
musician back in the day. The interview is, of course, in the past, but I

can always re-post it. At any rate, this is my one and only interview
with Eddie and Jimmy, and it's been awhile since we talked about the
classical music side of Eddie, so this new appearance is fresh, and I'm

happy to have the pleasure of hearing Eddie play. In addition, this
interview is also my first encounter with a future for classical music,
as Jimmy mentioned when we talked about the classical scene in the

LA-area. Look for the interview soon on the Skidrow website. This
week, we were joined by a special guest, Sebastian Droeger, Eddie's
longtime friend, piano player, composer and arranger. He brings a
fresh view on classical music, as he comes from a jazz background,
and his music is also strongly influenced by a lot of rock and roll. His

music is also composed in classical style, and his is also fresh to Eddie
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